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This stylish and simple guide shows how to create colourful, original designs, and it includes
over 80 step-by-step photographs and a selection of stunning finished pieces.

About the AuthorPeter Massey MA (RAC) and Alison Slater VA (hons.) are the professional artist
and designer team behind the successful company, Zantium. Specialising in mosaic, they
produce work to commission and run regular courses at arts venues around the country. With
backgrounds in illustration and textiles respectively, Peter and Alison are skilled in creating both
decorative pattern and figurative subjects. They have travelled extensively to research the
history and style of mosaic, drawing on this as inspiration for their colourful, innovative designs.
Peter and Alison live in Derbyshire. Their work has been featured in various publications and on
television.
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           Pages 10 - 47 are not included in this sample. Page 49 is not included in this sample.

The Mosaic Idea Book: More Than 100 Designs To Copy and Create Basic Mosaics: All the
Skills and Tools You Need to Get Started (How To Basics) The Mosaic Book: Ideas, Projects and
Techniques
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books n bargains, “A good, but very basic book for the absolute beginner. If you know nothing
about creating mosaics and would just like to dip your toe in the water, this is the book for you. It
explains the major construction techniques and walks you through 8 very simple projects. It's a
book to start with if you are intimidated by larger, more complicated texts or you don't feel you'll
want to strive beyond the easiest, most basic mosaic building techniques (for instance, this
would be a good book for middle schoolers or to walk a child through a mosaic project). I'd give it
five stars except for my belief that it will be too basic for most readers who will quickly want to
ventrue beyond this book's limits...so why not invest a few more dollars and pick up a more
comprehensive book that will meet your needs for hundreds of projects to come?”

JEP, “Better than Most. Compared to what's out there, this was a cost-effective intro to mosaics
for beginners, with good pictures and clear instructions. It's very short (only 8 projects), though,
and dose not have any good pointers for how to move to the next level.  Not too girly.”

Colleen Marie, “Really.....a well thought out book & one I can follow & learn from........ I love how
this book is laid-out. It instructs the user in a way that should work. I haven't tried it yet since I
have to save some $$$ to get supplies and glass. I plan on this but will be patient in order to get
my spare room back from 'guests' and then when I get the room refurbished (long term guests,
at that!) I plan on becoming a mosaic queen!This book inspires me to mosaic greatness.
Recommended.  Thank you!!”

Catherine C. Smith, “Purchased this because I liked the copy from the public library so much.
Clear directions.  Purchased this because I liked the copy from the public library so much.”

Marie Musawwir, “Perfect for beginners. I have no experience as a crafter with this craft. Well, I
might have done one or two art class projects during school or camp when I was a young girl.
Now, I am reading this book and I believe that I have a good understanding of the instructions on
how to make the mosaics in this book and teach them too.”

Colleen, “Great source of information. I loved the section that explained the supplies that would
be needed for beginner projects. There are only a couple of projects that I plan on making but
the book is a great source of information.”

Rebecca Sansoucy, “Beautiful projects very detailed book. The book is Excellent book to people
just starting out with mosaics. This book explained the supplies that would be needed for
beginner projects that i didn't even know i needed to work on projects with. I am so happy i found
this beautiful book from the seller. Will be getting more items from this seller soon. thanks”



Omaha Techie, “Beautiful book . Good for a beginner hobbyist. This was my first mosaic
book.The first few projects are pretty easy and a good boost of confidence for the more difficult
projects later onThe instructions are quite clear.I would have loved some templates for projects
( for a few dollars more maybe?)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Book. Great wee book for just starting out a  wee project”

elle ness, “com ments. great buy, and it also covered beginers right through to a tad more
advanced a excellent guide if you want to start or need mmore ideas for mosaic's”

D. Clark, “Very happy. Just what I was looking for. Good ideas”

The book by Mark Minasi has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 95 people have provided feedback.
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